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ABSTRACT
In this paper we investigate effects of neutral particles on shocks propagating into the partially
ionized medium. We find that for 120 km s−1 < ush < 3000 km s
−1 (ush is the shock velocity), about
ten percent of upstream neutral particles leak into the upstream region from the downstream region.
Moreover, we investigate how the leakage neutral particles affect the upstream structure of the shock
and particle accelerations. Using four fluid approximations (upstream ions, upstream neutral particles,
leakage neutral particles and pickup ions), we provide analytical solutions of the precursor structure
due to leakage neutral particles. It is shown that the upstream flow is decelerated in the precursor
region and the shock compression ratio becomes smaller than without leakage neutral particles, but the
total compression ratio does not change. Even if leakage of neutral particles is small (a few percents
of total upstream particles), this smaller compression ratio of the shock can explain steep gamma-ray
spectra from young supernova remnants. Furthermore, leakage neutral particles could amplify the
magnetic field and heat the upstream region.
Subject headings: acceleration of particles — cosmic rays — plasmas — shock waves — ISM:supernova
remnants
1. INTRODUCTION
Supernova remnants (SNRs) are thought to be the ori-
gin of Galactic cosmic rays (CRs). The most popular
SNR acceleration mechanism is diffusive shock acceler-
ation (DSA) (Axford et al. 1977; Krymsky 1977; Bell
1978; Blandford & Ostriker 1978). In fact, Fermi and
AGILE observed GeV gamma rays due to CRs from
SNRs (e.g. Abdo et al. 2009, 2010; Tavani et al. 2010;
Giuliani et al. 2011; Giordano et al. 2012). However,
gamma-ray spectra from SNRs are steeper than that ex-
pected from the standard DSA theory. The steep spec-
tra can be interpreted as effects of energy-dependent
escape (Ptuskin & Zirakashvili 2005; Ohira et al. 2010;
Caprioli et al. 2010) and diffusion (e.g. Ohira et al.
2011) for middle-aged SNRs (∼ 104 yrs old). For
young SNRs (. 103 yrs old), some ideas to ex-
plain the steep spectra have been proposed (Kirk et al.
1996; Zirakashvili & Ptuskin 2009; Ohira et al. 2009;
Ohira & Takahara 2010; Bell et al. 2012) but it is still
an open issue.
On the other hand, some authors considered effects of
neutral particles (such as hydrogen atoms) on particle ac-
celerations and shock structures. SNR shocks propagat-
ing into a partially ionized medium have been observed
as Balmer-dominated shocks (Chevalier & Raymond
1978). Moreover, X-ray synchrotron radiation has
been observed from the Balmer-dominated shocks
(Cassam-Chena¨ı et al. 2008; Helder et al. 2009). A neu-
tral fraction of the interstellar medium around SNRs
is often found to be order of unity (Ghavamian et al.
2000, 2002). Neutral particles reduce growth rates of CR
streaming instabilities which are indispensable for DSA
(Drury et al. 1996; Reville et al. 2007). In contrast, ions
produced from the neutral particles trigger other plasma
instabilities and are important for the injection into par-
ticle accelerations (Ohira et al. 2009; Ohira & Takahara
2010) A recent review of Balmer-dominated shocks can
be found in Heng (2010).
Interactions between neutral particles and ions have
been directly observed in the solar wind. There
are two peculiar particles, energetic neutral atoms
(McComas et al. 2009) and pickup ions (Gloeckler et al.
1993) in the solar wind. Although their origin has not
been completely understood, an attractive idea has been
proposed. Neutral particles penetrate into the inner solar
system from the surrounding local interstellar medium.
The neutral particles have a drift velocity comparable to
the solar wind velocity in the rest frame of the solar wind.
After they are ionized by charge exchange and photo ion-
ization, they gyrate around magnetic field lines of the
solar wind and their mean velocity becomes the solar
wind velocity in the observer frame, so that they become
pickup ions with a large velocity dispersion in the solar
wind. After passing over the termination shock, some
pickup ions become neutral atoms by charge exchange.
The neutral atoms can propagate toward the sun and are
observed as energetic neutral atoms.
Applying these pictures to SNR shocks propagating
into a partially ionized medium, we expect leakage of
neutral particles from the downstream region to the up-
stream region. Raymond et al. (2008) discussed forma-
tion and neutralization of pickup ions in the downstream
region of SNR shocks. Therefore, we can expect leakage
neutral particles not only from pickup ions produced in
the upstream region but also from pickup ions produced
in the downstream region. Upstream pickup ions origi-
nate from leakage neutral particles, so that downstream
pickup ions should be the dominant source of leakage
neutral particles.
The leakage neutral particles become pickup ions by
collisional ionization or charge exchange in the upstream
region. If leakage is significant, the upstream flow is de-
celerated and heated by the pickup ions. As the result, a
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precursor is produced by leakage neutral particles. Very
recently, Blasi et al. (2012) showed that neutral particles
really leak into the upstream region from the downstream
region by solving the Vlasov equation of neutral parti-
cles. They showed the formation of the precursor due to
the leakage neutral particles and provided the precise ve-
locity distribution of neutral particles by assuming that
only the ion distribution is a Maxwellian.
In this paper, we investigate the precursor structure
by a different approach which is a four fluid approxi-
mation. We consider upstream ions, upstream neutral
particles, leakage neutral particles and pickup ions, re-
spectively. Then, we obtain analytical solutions of the
precursor structure. Our results in this paper are quali-
tatively similar to that of Blasi et al. (2012).
We first estimate the number density and the veloc-
ity of leakage neutral particles in Section 2. We then
provide some lengthscales for collisional ionization and
charge exchange in Section 3, and provide four fluid mod-
els to describe the precursor structure in Section 4, and
provide two approximate solutions in Sections 4.1 and
4.2. Section 5 is devoted to the discussion.
2. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF LEAKAGE NEUTRAL
PARTICLES
In this section, we estimate the distribution function of
leakage neutral particles in the shock rest frame. Leak-
age neutral particles originate from hot neutral particles
produced in the downstream region. We here consider
charge exchange, collisional ionization and Coulomb col-
lision as interactions in the downstream region. Although
ionization by electrons could be important, it depends
on the electron temperature which has not been under-
stood yet (Ohira & Takahara 2007, 2008; Rakowski et al.
2008). We here do not take into account ionization by
electrons because it is sub-dominant compared to that
by protons as long as the relative velocity is larger than
about 2000 km s−1 (e.g. Heng & McCray 2007) which
is a typical shock velocity of young SNRs. Cross sec-
tions of charge exchange and collisional ionization de-
pend on a relative velocity, urel (e.g. Heng & McCray
2007). Collisional ionization of hydrogen atoms by pro-
tons is dominant for urel & 3000 km s
−1 and its cross
section is typically σi ∼ 10−16 cm2. On the other hand,
charge exchange is dominant for urel . 3000 km s
−1 and
its cross section between protons and hydrogen atoms
is about σce ∼ 10−16 cm2 for urel ∼ 3000 km s−1 and
σce ∼ 10−15 cm2 for urel . 1000 km s−1. The ioniza-
tion cross section of hydrogen atoms by hydrogen atoms,
σi,HH, (H + H→ p + e− +H) is quite similar to that by
protons (Barnett et al. 1990), so that we let σi,HH = σi.
All relative velocities in the downstream region are typi-
cally the shock velocity, ush, which is about 3000 km s
−1
for young SNRs, so that both collisional ionization and
charge exchange are important processes for neutral par-
ticles.
A neutral fraction of the interstellar medium
around SNRs is often found to be order of unity
(Ghavamian et al. 2000, 2002). The typical ISM den-
sity is 1 cm−3. Therefore, we use nn = nion = 0.5 cm
−3
as fiducial values in this paper, where nn and nion are
number densities of upstream neutral particles and ions,
respectively.
In the shock rest frame, upstream ions are decelerated
and heated at the shock, while upstream neutral particles
are not decelerated because the shock dissipation is due
to electromagnetic interactions (Chevalier & Raymond
1978). After passing over the shock front, the up-
stream neutral particles are mainly ionized by hot ions
in the downstream region. Then, the upstream neu-
tral particles become pickup ions in the downstream re-
gion (Raymond et al. 2008). Therefore, the ionization
timescale of upstream cold neutral particles in the down-
stream region, ti,cold, is given by
ti,cold =
1
(σi + σce)nion,hoturel
, (1)
where nion,hot = rnion is the number density of hot ions
in the downstream region and r is the shock compression
ratio. Hot neutral particles are produced from hot ions
by charge exchange in the ionization lengthscale of pene-
trating neutral particles, Lion,down = ushti,cold, where ush
is the shock velocity. The charge exchange timescale of
hot ions, tce, is given by
tce =
1
σcennurel
. (2)
The crossing timescale of hot neutral particles that move
toward the shock with a negative velocity of vx, is given
by
tcross,n(vx) =
Lion,down
|vx| = ti,cold
ush
|vx| , (3)
where vx is a velocity in the direction of the shock normal
and vx < 0 (x = 0 and x = −∞ are the positions of the
shock and the far upstream region, respectively.). Hot
neutral particles are mainly ionized by hot ions, so that
the ionization timescale of hot neutral particles, ti,hot, is
given by
ti,hot =
1
(σi + σce)nion,hoturel
. (4)
Therefore, in the shock rest frame, the steady-state dis-
tribution function of hot neutral particles with vx < 0
at the shock, that is, the distribution function of leakage
neutral particles at the shock is approximately given by
fleak,sh(v) =
fion,hot(v)
tce
×min(tcross,n(vx), ti,hot) , (5)
where fion,hot(v) is the distribution function of down-
stream hot ions in the shock rest frame.
Although the velocity distribution of hot ions in the
downstream region, fion,hot(v), has not been under-
stood for SNR shocks, especially, in the partially ionized
medium, we here assume that the dominant source of
leakage neutral particles is pickup ions produced in the
downstream region because they should have the large
velocity dispersion and the high density compared to
those of other components. The velocity distribution of
pickup ions produced in the downstream region becomes
approximately an isotropic shell distribution in the down-
stream rest frame (Raymond et al. 2008). The isotropic
velocity in the downstream rest frame, vd, is the veloc-
ity of upstream neutral particles in the downstream rest
frame, (1 − r−1)ush, where r is the shock compression
ratio. Therefore, the ionization timescale of hot neutral
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particles is smaller than the crossing timescale of hot neu-
tral particles in the ionization region (ti,hot < tcross,n(vx))
because vx ≥ −(1−2r−1)ush for pickup ions produced in
the downstream region. In this case, leakage neutral par-
ticles with the negative velocity, vx, are produced in the
production region, 0 ≤ x ≤ ti,hot|vx|. Then, the crossing
timescale of downstream pickup ions in the production
region is given by
tcross,PUI(vx) = r
|vx|
ush
ti,hot . (6)
Furthermore, from Equation (5), the distribution func-
tion of leakage neutral particles in the shock rest frame,
fleak,sh(v), is expressed by
fleak,sh(v) =
ti,hot
tce
nPUI,down
4πv2d
δ
[
vd −
(
1− r−1)ush] ,
(7)
where vd = {(vx − ushr−1)2 + v2y + v2z}1/2 is a particle
speed in the downstream rest frame and vy, vz , δ[...] and
nPUI,down are velocities perpendicular to the shock nor-
mal, the delta function and the number density of down-
stream pickup ions contributing to the leakage neutral
particles, respectively.
Downstream pickup ions are eliminated by charge ex-
change and Coulomb collision. The relaxation timescale
of pickup ions by Coulomb collision is given by (Spitzer
1962)
tCoulomb =
m2pu
3
rel
8πnhot,ione4 ln Λ
, (8)
where e and lnΛ are the elementary charge and the
Coulomb logarithm, respectively. Then, the number den-
sity of pickup ions contributing to the leakage neutral
particles, nPUI,down, is approximately given by
nPUI,down =
nn
ti,cold
×min (tcross,PUI(vx), tce, tCoulomb) .
(9)
The crossing timescale of downstream pickup ions,
tcross,PUI(vx), is always smaller than the charge exchange
timescale of hot ions, tce, as long as nion/nn ≥ 0.5. We
here consider the case of tcross,PUI < tce because the
shock dissipation has not been completely understood
yet for the low ionization fraction. The maximum value
of tcross,PUI(vx) is about ti,hot. Therefore, we consider
two cases: ti,hot < tCoulomb and ti,hot > tCoulomb. From
the condition, ti,hot = tCoulomb, we obtain the critical
shock velocity, ush,c, as
ush,c=
{
8πe4 ln Λ
m2p (σi + σce)
} 1
4
=120 km s−1
(
ln Λ
40
) 1
4
(
σi + σce
10−15 cm2
)
−
1
4
,(10)
where we assume urel ∼ ush.
For ti,hot < tCoulomb (ush > ush,c), relaxation by
Coulomb collision is negligible in the production region of
leakage neutral particles, 0 ≤ x ≤ ti,hot|vx|. Then, from
Equations (2), (4), (7) and (9), the distribution func-
tion of leakage neutral particles in the shock rest frame,
fleak,sh(v), is expressed by
fleak,sh(v)= rnn
nn
nhot,ion
σce
σi + σce
|vx|
ush
× 1
4πv2d
δ
[
vd −
(
1− r−1)ush] , (11)
where vd = {(vx − ushr−1)2 + v2y + v2z}1/2. Then, the
number density of leakage neutral particles at the shock,
nleak,sh is given by
nleak,sh=
∫
∞
−∞
dvy
∫
∞
−∞
dvz
∫ 0
−∞
dvxfleak,sh(v)
=
1
12
nn
nn
nion
σce
σi + σce
F (r) , (12)
where F (r) = 3(1 − 2r−1)2/(1 − r−1) (F = 1 for
r = 4). Hence, for 120 km s−1 < ush . 3000 km s
−1,
about ten percent of upstream neutral particles leak into
the upstream region from the downstream region. For
ush > 3000 km s
−1, the cross section of ionization is
larger than that of charge exchange (σi > σce), so that
leakage of neutral particles becomes smaller. Moreover,
in the shock rest frame, the mean velocity of leakage neu-
tral particles at the shock, uleak,sh, is given by
uleak,sh=
1
nleak,sh
∫
∞
−∞
dvy
∫
∞
−∞
dvz
∫ 0
−∞
dvxfleak,sh(v)vx
=−1
3
ushG(r) . (13)
where G(r) = 2(1− 2r−1) (G = 1 for r = 4). Hence, the
mean velocity of leakage neutral particles in the shock
rest frame is about one third of the shock velocity for
ush > ush,c. For the smaller compression ratio, nleak,sh
and |uleak,sh| become smaller and there is no leakage for
r ≤ 2.
For ti,hot > tCoulomb (ush < ush,c), relaxation by
Coulomb collision is not negligible. For leakage neu-
tral particles satisfying tCoulomb ≤ tcross,PUI(vx) (vx ≤
−r−1ush(ush/ush,c)4), from Equations (2), (7), (8) and
(9), the distribution function of leakage neutral particles
at the shock, fleak,sh(v), is expressed by
fleak,sh(v)=
1
r
nn
nn
nion
σcem
2
pu
4
sh
8πe4 ln Λ
× 1
4πv2d
δ
[
vd −
(
1− r−1)ush] , (14)
where we assume urel ∼ ush. Note that the shock veloc-
ity dependence is very strong. For leakage neutral par-
ticles with a smaller speed of |vx| satisfying tCoulomb ≥
tcross,PUI(vx) (vx ≥ −r−1ush(ush/ush,c)4), the distribu-
tion function, fleak,sh(v), is given by Equation (11) be-
cause relaxation by Coulomb collision is negligible.
3. RELEVANT LENGTHSCALES
In this section, we briefly summarize relevant length-
scales in the precursor due to leakage neutral particles.
We here consider charge exchange, collisional ionization
and Coulomb collision as interactions in the upstream
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region. Ionization of upstream neutral particles by elec-
trons could be important compared to ionization by leak-
age neutral particles and pickup ions produced in the up-
stream region because the number density of electrons is
larger than that of leakage neutral particles and pickup
ions. However, the electron temperature in the precursor
region has not been completely understood and ioniza-
tion by electrons depends on the electron temperature.
Therefore, we here do not take into account ionization
by electrons for simplicity.
In the shock rest frame, leakage neutral particles have
the mean velocity in the direction of the shock normal of
uleak,sh ≈ −ush/3 as shown in Equation (13). Then, the
relative velocity between upstream particles and leakage
neutral particles becomes, urel,leak ≈ 4ush/3. The shock
velocity is typically ush ∼ 3000 km s−1 for young SNRs,
so that both collisional ionization with upstream parti-
cles and charge exchange with upstream ions are impor-
tant processes for leakage neutral particles. Therefore,
the precursor lengthscale in the shock rest frame, Lpre,
is given by
Lpre=
|uleak,sh|
urel,leak {σi (nion + nn) + σcenion}
≈ 2.5× 1015 cm
( |uleak,sh|/urel,leak
0.25
)
×
(
σi + σce
10−16 cm2
)
−1(
nion + nn
1 cm−3
)
−1
, (15)
where nion and nn are the number densities of the up-
stream ions and upstream neutral particles, respectively.
Leakage neutral particles are ionized in above region.
Then, they become pickup ions and are advected into the
shock. The relaxation lengthscale of pickup ions due to
Coulomb collision in the shock rest frame, LCoulomb, is
given by
LCoulomb=
m2pu
3
rel,leakush
8πnione4 ln Λ
=2× 1021 cm
(
ush/urel,leak
0.75
)
−3 ( nion
0.5 cm−3
)
−1
×
(
ln Λ
40
)
−1(
ush
3000 km s−1
)4
. (16)
The relaxation lengthscale, LCoulomb, is larger than the
precursor lengthscale , Lpre, as long as ush > 100 km s
−1.
Therefore, Coulomb collision between pickup ions and
upstream ions is negligible, that is, pickup ions do not
relax to upstream ions in the precursor region as long as
ush > 100 km s
−1.
Another loss process of pickup ions in the precursor
region is charge exchange between pickup ions and neu-
tral particles. The charge exchange lengthscale of pickup
ions in the shock rest frame, Lce,PUI, is given by
Lce,PUI=
ush
urel,leakσce(nn + nleak,sh)
=1.5× 1016 cm
(
ush/urel,leak
0.75
)
×
( σce
10−16 cm2
)
−1
(
nn + nleak,sh
0.5 cm−3
)
−1
.(17)
The precursor lengthscale , Lpre, is always smaller than
the charge exchange lengthscale of pickup ions, Lce,PUI,
as long as the leakage velocity, |uleak,sh|, is smaller than
the shock velocity, ush. Therefore, we can neglect charge
exchange of pickup ions for |uleak,sh| < ush.
Upstream neutral particles are ionized by collision
and charge exchange with leakage neutral particles and
pickup ions. The ionization lengthscale of upstream neu-
tral particles in the shock rest frame, Li,up, is given by
Li,up=
ush
urel,leak {σi(nleak,sh + nPUI) + σcenPUI}
≈ 1.5× 1017 cm
(
ush/urel,leak
0.75
)
×
(
σi + σce
10−16 cm2
)
−1(
nleak,sh + nPUI
0.05 cm−3
)
−1
,(18)
where nPUI is the number density of pickup ions and
we assume nleak,sh ∼ 0.1nn ∼ 0.05 cm−3 as shown in
Equation (12). Therefore, the ionization of upstream
neutral particles is negligible in the precursor because
Li,up > Lpre.
Upstream neutral particles interact not only with leak-
age neutral particles but also with upstream ions. The
relative velocity between upstream neutral particles and
upstream ions, urel,up, would become larger than their
thermal velocity but smaller than the shock velocity
(∼ 3000 km s−1) for high Mach number shocks. There-
fore, charge exchange is dominant and the charge ex-
change lengthscale of upstream neutral particles with
upstream ions in the shock rest frame, Lce,up, is given
by
Lce,up=
ush
urel,upσcenion
=2× 1016 cm
(
ush/urel,up
10
)
×
( σce
10−15 cm2
)
−1 ( nion
0.5 cm−3
)
−1
. (19)
where we assume that upstream ions are decelerated to
about 90 percent of the shock velocity, 0.9ush (see Sec-
tion 4). If leakage is small, the upstream plasma flow
does not change significantly, so that Lce,up > Lpre.
Then, upstream neutral particles rarely interact with up-
stream ions in the precursor, that is, the flow velocity of
upstream neutral particles does not change. We con-
sider this decoupling case in Section 4.1. If leakage is
large or the shock velocity is larger than 3000 km s−1,
the upstream plasma flow is significantly decelerated,
urel,up ∼ ush, or the precursor lengthscale becomes large
because the ionization cross section becomes small, so
that Lce,up < Lpre. Then, upstream neutral particles
interact many times with upstream ions in the precur-
sor. As the result, the velocity distribution of upstream
neutral particles quickly becomes that of upstream ions
at each point in the precursor, that is, the flow velocity
(mean velocity) of upstream neutral particles becomes
that of upstream ions. However, it should be noted that
the relative velocity between upstream ions and upstream
neutral particles is not approximately zero because of
their thermal velocity. We consider this tight-coupling
case in Section 4.2.
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According to the DSA theory, accelerated particles dif-
fuse into the upstream region. The diffusion lengthscale
is given by
Ldiff =
ηgcE
3eBush
=1015 cm
(ηg
1
)( ush
3000 km s−1
)
−1
×
(
B
100 µG
)
−1(
E
1 TeV
)
, (20)
where ηg, B and E are the gyrofactor, the magnetic field
and the energy of accelerated particles. Therefore, parti-
cles are accelerated in the precursor due to leakage neu-
tral particles, that is, leakage of neutral particles is im-
portant for the particle acceleration up to 1-10 TeV. The
diffusion lengthscale of pickup ions is much smaller than
the precursor scale, Lpre. Hence, we can neglect diffusion
of pickup ions.
4. FOUR FLUID MODEL IN A NEUTRAL PARTICLE
PRECURSOR
In this section, we calculate the steady-state precursor
structure due to leakage neutral particles. There are cold
ions and neutral particles in the upstream region. In ad-
dition, we consider leakage neutral particles and pickup
ions originating from leakage neutral particles. We here
adopt a four fluids model to describe the precursor. Our
treatment is similar to that of Heng et al. (2007). Con-
tinuity equations of the steady state are given by
d
dx
(nnun)=−Qion , (21)
d
dx
(nleakuleak)=−QPUI , (22)
d
dx
(nionuion)=Qion , (23)
d
dx
(nPUIuion)=QPUI , (24)
where the subscripts ’n’, ’leak’, ’ion’ and ’PUI’ denote
upstream neutral particles, leakage neutral particles, up-
stream ions and pickup ions, respectively and x is the co-
ordinate of the direction along the shock normal (x = 0
and x = −∞ are the positions of the shock and the
far upstream region, respectively.). We assume that
the fluid velocity of pickup ions is the same as that of
upstream ions because of electromagnetic interactions,
uPUI = uion. Qion and QPUI are source terms and given
by
Qion=(nleak + nPUI)nnσiurel,leak
−nionnleakσceurel,leak , (25)
QPUI=(nn + nPUI + nion)nleakσiurel,leak
+nionnleakσceurel,leak , (26)
where we approximate all relative velocities as a con-
stant (see Equation (31)). The first two terms of Qion
are due to collisional ionization of upstream neutral par-
ticles with leakage neutral particles and pickup ions, re-
spectively. The last term of Qion is due to charge ex-
change of upstream ions with leakage neutral particles.
The first three terms of QPUI are due to collisional ion-
ization of leakage neutral particles with upstream neutral
particles, pickup ions and upstream ions, respectively.
The last term of QPUI is due to charge exchange of leak-
age neutral particles with upstream ions. For the de-
coupling case (Lce,up > Lpre), we can neglect charge ex-
change and collisional ionization between upstream ions
and upstream neutral particles because their interaction
lengthscales are larger than the precursor lengthscale.
For the tight-coupling case (Lce,up < Lpre), we approxi-
mately treat upstream ions and neutral particles as a sin-
gle fluid at each point in the precursor instead for solving
charge exchange processes between upstream ions and
upstream neutral particles. Once we assume the tight-
coupling between upstream ions and upstream neutral
particles, charge exchange between upstream ions and
neutral particles approximately does not change any-
thing and collisional ionization between upstream ions
and neutral particles does not change dynamics of the
single fluid. Therefore, we do not take into account
charge exchange and collisional ionization between up-
stream ions and neutral particles for both cases. More-
over, we can neglect charge exchange of pickup ions as
discussed in Equation (17)
In the next subsections, we solve Equations (21)-(24)
by using momentum and energy conservations. Bound-
ary conditions are as follows:
nn(−∞)=nn,0 , un(−∞) = u0 , (27)
nion(−∞)=nion,0 , uion(−∞) = u0 , (28)
nPUI(−∞)=0 , (29)
nleak(0)=nleak,sh , uleak(0) = uleak,sh , (30)
where the subscripts ’0’ and ’sh’ represent quantities
at the far upstream region and at the shock, respec-
tively. Note that uleak,sh is negative. All quantities
are normalized by u0 and nion,0 + nn,0 in Sections 4.1
and 4.2. Although we estimated nleak,sh ≈ 0.1nn,0
and uleak,sh ≈ −u0/3 in Section 3, there are a few
uncertainties, especially for the velocity distribution of
downstream hot ions. Hence, we treat nn,0/(nion,0 +
nn,0), nleak,sh/(nion,0 + nn,0) and uleak,sh/u0 as free pa-
rameters in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
We treat leakage neutral particles as a cold fluid in
this paper, that is, we neglect the velocity dispersion
of leakage neutral particles. Then, the relative velocity,
urel,leak, is approximately given by
urel,leak = u0 − uleak,sh . (31)
4.1. Decoupling Approximation (Lce,up > Lpre)
In this subsection, we solve equations of the four fluid
system using the decoupling approximation correspond-
ing to small leakage of neutral particles. We here assume
that fluid velocities of upstream neutral particle and leak-
age neutral particles do not change from that at the far
upstream region, u0, and that at the shock, uleak,sh, re-
spectively. Then, continuity equations are given by
u0
d
dx
nn=−Qion , (32)
uleak,sh
d
dx
nleak=−QPUI , (33)
d
dx
(nionuion)=Qion , (34)
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Fig. 1.— Number densities and velocity profiles for the de-
coupling approximation. The magenta, blue, cyan and green
lines show number densities of upstream neutral particles, leak-
age neutral particles, upstream ions and pickup ions, respec-
tively. The red and black lines show the ion flow velocity and
the Mach number, respectively. Boundary conditions are Mion,0 =
100, nn,0/(nion,0 + nn,0) = 0.5, nleak,sh/(nion,0 + nn,0) = 0.05 and
uleak,sh/u0 = −1/3. The other parameter is σce/σi = 1.
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Fig. 2.— The fluid velocity of upstream ions at the shock (solid
lines) and the spectral index of accelerated particles (dashed lines)
for the decoupling approximation. The black, red, green, blue and
magenta lines show cases of
(
nn,0/(nion,0 + nn,0), uleak,sh/u0
)
=
(0.5,−1/3), (0.5,−1/4), (0.5,−1/2), (0.4,−1/3) and (0.6,−1/3),
respectively. The other boundary condition is M0 =Mion,0 = 100.
d
dx
(nPUIuion)=QPUI . (35)
Momentum and energy conservation laws of upstream
ions and pickup ions are approximately given by
d
dx
{
m (nion + nPUI) u
2
ion + Pion + PPUI
}
= m (u0Qion + uleak,shQPUI) , (36)
d
dx
{
1
2
m(nion + nPUI)u
3
ion +
γ
γ − 1uion (Pion + PPUI)
}
=
1
2
m
(
u20Qion + u
2
leak,shQPUI
)
,(37)
wherem,Pion, PPUI and γ are the particle mass, the pres-
sure of upstream ions, the pressure of pickup ions and
the adiabatic index, respectively. In the first term of the
right hand side of Equations (36) and (37), we approx-
imate the fluid velocity of upstream ions as that at far
upstream region, uion ≈ u0. This approximation is valid
as long as deceleration of upstream ions is small.
To make the expression simple, hereafter velocities,
densities, pressures and spatial coordinate are normal-
ized by u0, (nion,0+nn,0),m(nion,0+nn,0)u
2
0 and (nion,0+
nn,0)
−1σ−1i , respectively. Normalized quantities are de-
noted with a bar. From Equations (32)-(37), one can
make four conserved quantities. Hence, Equations (32)-
(37) reduce to the following two equations:
d
dx¯
n¯n=−u¯rel,leakn¯leak
[
n¯n − 1
u¯ion
×
{
(1− n¯n)
(
σce
σi
)
+ n¯nu¯leak,sh
}]
, (38)
d
dx¯
n¯leak=− u¯rel,leak
u¯leak,sh
n¯leak
[
n¯n +
1
u¯ion
×
{
(1− n¯n)
(
1 +
σce
σi
)
− n¯leaku¯leak,sh
}]
,(39)
where u¯ion can be expressed by
u¯ion=
B +
√
B2 − 4AC
2A
, (40)
A=(γ + 1) (1− n¯n − n¯leaku¯leak,sh) ,
B=2γ
(
1 +
n¯ion,0
γM2ion,0
− n¯n − n¯leaku¯2leak,sh
)
,
C=(γ − 1)
(
1 +
2n¯ion,0
(γ − 1)M2ion,0
− n¯n − n¯leaku¯3leak,sh
)
,
where Mion,0 = (n¯ion,0/γP¯ion,0)
1/2 is the Mach number
of ions at the far upstream region. From Equations (38)-
(40), one can obtain solutions of n¯n(x¯), n¯leak(x¯) and
u¯ion(x¯) by numerical computations. By assuming that
the brackets term of Equation (39) is constant, one
can obtain analytical approximations which are valid for
n¯leak,sh ≪ 1. Using the solutions of n¯n, n¯leak and u¯ion,
the other quantities, n¯ion, n¯PUI and P¯ion + P¯PUI can be
expressed by
n¯ion=
1− n¯n
u¯ion
, (41)
n¯PUI=− u¯leak,sh
u¯ion
n¯leak , (42)
P¯ion + P¯PUI=1 +
n¯ion,0
γM2ion,0
− n¯n − n¯leaku¯2leak,sh
− (1− n¯n − n¯leaku¯leak,sh) u¯ion . (43)
Moreover, the evolution of the Mach number of upstream
ions and pickup ions, Mion(x¯), can be expressed by
Mion= u¯ion
√
n¯ion + n¯PUI
γ
(
P¯ion + P¯PUI
)
=γ−
1
2


1 +
n¯ion,0
γM2
ion,0
− n¯n − n¯leaku¯2leak,sh
(1− n¯n − n¯leaku¯leak,sh) u¯ion − 1


−
1
2
.(44)
Figure 1 shows numerical solutions to Equations (38) -
(44), where Mion,0 = 100, γ = 5/3, n¯n,0 = 0.5, n¯leak,sh =
0.05, u¯leak,sh = −1/3 and σce/σi = 1. For the same input
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parameters, analytical approximations of Equation (39)
give about 0.1 percent accuracy. There is no solution
with Mion < 1. The flow velocity of upstream ions and
pickup ions, u¯ion, is slightly decelerated by small leakage
of neutral particles. However, the Mach number becomes
small significantly because the pressure of pickup ions is
large. These features are qualitatively the same as results
of Blasi et al. (2012). The number density of upstream
neutral particles, n¯n, is almost constant. As already men-
tioned in Section 3, ionization of upstream neutral parti-
cles is negligible in the precursor region for n¯leak,sh ≪ 1.
Therefore, the number density of upstream neutral par-
ticles, n¯n, can be regarded as a constant. Then, one can
obtain analytical solutions at the shock.
Because we have all quantities at the shock, we can
calculate the shock jump condition. Collisionless shocks
are formed only by the plasma because the dissipation
length of the plasma is much smaller than the interaction
length of neutral particles (Chevalier & Raymond 1978;
Chevalier et al. 1980). It should be noted that we have
to take into account sink terms due to leakage of neutral
particles when we derive the Rankin-Hugoniot relations
at the shock. Even though leakage neutral particles are
not ions, the origin is hot ions in the downstream re-
gion. By using the Rankin-Hugoniot relations between
the far upstream region and the downstream region, one
can easily obtain the shock jump condition. This is be-
cause there is no net sink between the far upstream re-
gion and the downstream region. Therefore, the total
compression ratio between the far upstream region and
the downstream region is given by
rtot =
γ + 1
γ − 1 + 2M−20
, (45)
where M0 =
{
(n¯ion,0 + n¯n,0) /γ
(
P¯ion,0 + P¯n,0
)}1/2
=
Mion,0 is the Mach number of all particles at the far up-
stream region. The partial compression ratio between the
far upstream region and the front of the shock (x¯ = −ǫ)
is u¯−1ion, so that the compression ratio of the shock is given
by
rsh =
γ + 1
γ − 1 + 2M−20
u¯ion(x¯ = 0) . (46)
One can obtain the analytical approximation of the shock
compression ratio, rsh, from Equations (40) and (46) be-
cause of n¯n ≈ n¯n,0. Figure 2 shows the analytical ap-
proximations of the fluid velocity of upstream ions at
the shock, u¯ion(x¯ = 0), and the spectral index of accel-
erated particles, s = (rsh + 2)/(rsh − 1). Even though
leakage is small (n¯leak,sh . 0.1), the spectral index be-
comes larger than 2. As already mentioned by Blasi et al.
(2012), this can explain the observed gamma-ray spectra
slightly steeper than the simplest prediction of DSA. Ef-
fects of leakage neutral particles become significant for
the low ionization fraction and the large leakage flux.
Note that the decoupling approximation may not be valid
for n¯leak,sh & 0.1 because the relative velocity between
upstream neutral particles and upstream ions becomes
large (see Section 3).
4.2. Tight-Coupling Approximation (Lce,up < Lpre)
In this subsection, we solve equations of the four fluid
system using the tight-coupling approximation corre-
 0.01
 0.1
 1
 10
-1 -0.5  0
x / (ni,0+nn,0)σi
Fig. 3.— The same as Figure 1, but for the tight-decoupling
approximation. Boundary conditions are M0 = 100, nn,0/(nion,0+
nn,0) = 0.5, nleak,sh/(nion,0 + nn,0) = 0.3 and uleak,sh/u0 = −0.5.
The other parameter is σce/σi = 1.
 0.5
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 0.8
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u
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n 
/ u
0
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nleak,sh / (nion,0+nn,0)
Fig. 4.— The same as Figure 2, but for the tight-decoupling
approximation. The black, red, green, blue and magenta lines
show cases of uleak,sh/u0 = −0.3,−0.4,−0.5,−0.6 and −0.7, re-
spectively. The other boundary condition is M0 = 100.
sponding to large leakage of neutral particles. We here
assume that the fluid velocity of leakage neutral parti-
cles does not change from that at the shock, uleak,sh. In
addition, we assume that the fluid velocity of upstream
neutral particles is the same as that of upstream ions be-
cause of the tight coupling, un = uion. Then, continuity
equations are given by
d
dx
(nnuion)=−Qion , (47)
uleak,sh
d
dx
(nleak)=−QPUI , (48)
d
dx
(nionuion)=Qion , (49)
d
dx
(nPUIuion)=QPUI . (50)
Momentum and energy conservation laws of upstream
neutral particles, upstream ions and pickup ions are given
by
d
dx
{
m (nn + nion + nPUI) u
2
ion + Pn + Pion + PPUI
}
= muleak,shQPUI ,(51)
d
dx
{
1
2
m(nn + nion + nPUI)u
3
ion
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+
γ
γ − 1uion (Pn + Pion + PPUI)
}
=
1
2
mu2leak,shQPUI . (52)
where Pn is the pressure of upstream neutral particles.
To make the expression simple, hereafter velocities,
densities, pressures and spatial coordinate are normal-
ized by u0, (nion,0+nn,0),m(nion,0+nn,0)u
2
0 and (nion,0+
nn,0)
−1σ−1i , respectively. Normalized quantities are de-
noted with a bar. From Equations (47)-(52), one can
make four conserved quantities. Hence, Equations (47)-
(52) reduce to the following two equations:
d
dx¯
(n¯nu¯ion)=−u¯rel,leakn¯leak
[
n¯n
(
1 +
σce
σi
)
− 1
u¯ion
{
n¯nu¯leak,sh +
(
σce
σi
)}]
, (53)
d
dx¯
n¯leak=− u¯rel,leak
u¯leak,sh
n¯leak
[
−
(
σce
σi
)
n¯n
+
1
u¯ion
{
1 +
(
σce
σi
)
− n¯leaku¯leak,sh
}]
,(54)
where u¯ion can be expressed by
u¯ion=
B +
√
B2 − 4AC
2A
, (55)
A=(γ + 1) (1− n¯leaku¯leak,sh) ,
B=2γ
(
1 +
1
γM20
− n¯leaku¯2leak,sh
)
,
C=(γ − 1)
(
1 +
2
(γ − 1)M20
− n¯leaku¯3leak,sh
)
,
From Equations (53)-(55), one can obtain solutions of
n¯n(x¯), n¯leak(x¯) and u¯ion(x¯) by numerical computations.
By assuming that the brackets terms of Equations (53)
and (54) are constant, one can obtain analytical approx-
imations. Using the solutions of n¯n, n¯leak and u¯ion, the
other quantities, n¯ion, n¯PUI and P¯n + P¯ion + P¯PUI can be
expressed by
n¯ion=
1
u¯ion
− n¯n , (56)
n¯PUI=− u¯leak,sh
u¯ion
n¯leak , (57)
P¯n + P¯ion + P¯PUI=1 +
1
γM20
− n¯leaku¯2leak,sh
− (1− n¯leaku¯leak,sh) u¯ion . (58)
Moreover, the evolution of the Mach number, M(x¯), can
be expressed by
M = u¯ion
√
n¯n + n¯ion + n¯PUI
γ
(
P¯n + P¯ion + P¯PUI
)
=γ−
1
2
{
1 + 1
γM2
0
− n¯leaku¯2leak,sh
(1− n¯leaku¯leak,sh) u¯ion − 1
}− 1
2
. (59)
Figure 3 shows numerical solutions to Equations (53) -
(59), where M0 = 100, γ = 5/3, n¯n,0 = 0.5, n¯leak,sh = 0.3,
u¯leak,sh = −0.5. For the same input parameters, ana-
lytical approximations of Equations (53) and (54) give
an about 5 percent accuracy. There is no solution with
M < 1. Unlike the decoupling approximation, the flow
velocity of upstream neutral particles, upstream ions and
pickup ions, u¯ion, is significantly decelerated by large
leakage of neutral particles. The number densities of up-
stream neutral particles, n¯n, and upstream ions, n¯ion,
become large because of compression. Moreover, the in-
crease rate of the number density of upstream ions is
slightly larger than that of upstream neutral particles
because some of upstream neutral particles are ionized
in the precursor region. Unlike the decoupling approxi-
mation, the flow velocity of upstream ions and the Mach
number, Equations (55) and (59), do not explicitly de-
pend on the number density of upstream neutral parti-
cles. Therefore, one can obtain analytical solutions at
the shock. From Equation (46), one can obtain the ana-
lytical solution of the shock compression ratio, rsh. Fig-
ure 4 shows the analytical solutions of the fluid velocity
of upstream ions at the shock, u¯ion(x¯ = 0), and the spec-
tral index of accelerated particles, s = (rsh+2)/(rsh−1).
For n¯leak,sh ∼ 0.1, the spectral index becomes larger than
2. As already mentioned by Blasi et al. (2012), this can
explain the observed gamma-ray spectra slightly steeper
than the simplest prediction of DSA. Note that the tight-
coupling approximation is not valid for n¯leak,sh ≪ 0.1
because the fluid velocity of upstream ions does not sig-
nificantly change (see Section 3).
5. DISCUSSION
We here discuss other important effects of leakage neu-
tral particles. When leakage neutral particles are ion-
ized, their velocity distribution in the upstream rest
frame is initially a beam-like or ring-like distribution.
These velocity distributions excite electromagnetic fields
and amplify the magnetic field (Wu & Davidson 1972;
Lee & Ip 1987; Raymond et al. 2008; Ohira et al. 2009;
Ohira & Takahara 2010). This is a promising mechanism
to explain some observations concerning to the strong
magnetic field (Vink & Laming 2003; Berezhko et al.
2003; Bamba et al. 2005; Uchiyama et al. 2007). More-
over, the electromagnetic instabilities could heat the up-
stream region. Hα observed from the upstream region
(Lee et al. 2010) can be interpreted as the results of leak-
age neutral particles.
In Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we assumed that the adia-
batic index of pickup ions is 5/3. However, there is no
guarantee that the behavior of pickup ions is the same
as the standard gas because of the collisionless system.
Especially, the behavior of pickup ions at the shock is
important for the shock jump condition and particle
accelerations. Even though the Mach number at the
shock is not so small, the compression ratio could be
smaller than 4 because the adiabatic index of pickup ions
could be larger than 5/3 (Fahr & Chalov 2008; Wu et al.
2009). If pickup ions drain the large fraction of the
shock kinetic energy, upstream ions are not heated up to
T = 3mu2sh/16. This can explain the recent observation
of Hα (Helder et al. 2009) which showed that the temper-
ature derived from the line width of Hα is much smaller
than derived from the proper motion. Furthermore,
pickup ions produced in the precursor region could be
preferentially accelerated by DSA because their velocity
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is larger than that of upstream ions (Ohira & Takahara
2010). These issues are crucial not only for particle accel-
erations and shock dissipation but also for the amount of
leakage neutral particles from the downstream region to
the upstream region. Therefore, we treated values con-
cerning to the leakage neutral particles as free parameters
in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
In this paper, we did not specify neutral particles. He-
lium atoms have a smaller cross section than that of hy-
drogen atoms. We expect large lengthscale of the precur-
sor region compared with that of hydrogen atoms. How-
ever, the ionization fraction of helium depends on time
because helium atoms are ionized by radiation from the
downstream region (Ghavamian et al. 2000). Therefore,
the precursor lengthscale and the injection of helium ions
into DSA could depend on an SNR age. The CR injec-
tion history of helium ions is important to understand
the CR helium spectrum observed at the Earth (Drury
2011; Ohira & Ioka 2011).
6. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have investigated effects of leakage
neutral particles on shocks. We have found that if the
dominant source of leakage neutral particles is pickup
ions produced in the downstream region, about ten per-
cent of upstream neutral particles leak into the upstream
region (Equation (12)) and the mean leakage velocity is
about one third of the shock velocity (Equation (13)).
Moreover, we have calculated the precursor structure due
to the leakage neutral particles by using four fluid ap-
proximations (upstream neutral particles, upstream ions,
leakage neutral particles and pickup ions). We have
found analytical solutions of the precursor structure by
using the decoupling approximation or the tight-coupling
approximation, where the decoupling means that up-
stream neutral particles do not interact with upstream
ions and the tight-coupling means the opposite case. We
have found that even when leakage is small, the shock
compression ratio becomes significantly small. This can
explain the observed gamma-ray spectra slightly steeper
than the simplest prediction of DSA. In addition, leak-
age neutral particles could heat the precursor region and
pickup ions produced in the precursor region are impor-
tant for the injection into DSA.
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